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Section I -Issues 

The station has identified the following issues as significant to our community for this quarter: 

 

A.  Texting and Driving  

B.  COVID-19 

C.  Education 

D. Emergency Evacuation Plan  

E.  Cyberbullying  

F. Climate Change 

G.  Religion 

H. Political Issues  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section 2- Responsive Programs 

 

A.  Texting and Driving   

 “DON’T TEXT AND DRIVE” WGAO aired 60-second PSA announcements produced by Dean 

Collage students to not text and drive approximately 6 times per day throughout the quarter. 

 

B. COVID-19  

 “COVID-19” WGAO aired 60-second PSA announcements from CDCFoundation.org 

approximately 2 times per day throughout the quarter. 

 

C.  Education   

 “STUDENT ATHLETES/HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS” WGAO aired 60-second PSA’s from the 

Massachusetts Interscholastic Association   PSA announcements approximately 6 times per day 

throughout the quarter.  

  

D.  Emergency Preparedness  

 “EMERGENCY EVACUATION PLAN” WGAO aired 60-second PSA announcements the Red Cross 

and FEMA approximately 2 times per day throughout the quarter.  

   

E.  Cyberbullying  

 “CYBERBULLYING” WGAO aired 60-second PSA announcements on cyberbullying from the US 

Department of Justice and NCPC.org, and the National Crime Prevention Foundation approximately 2 

times per day throughout the quarter.  

 “CYBERBULLYING” WGAO aired 60-second PSA announcements on cyberbullying from 

EyeWitnessbulllying.org approximately 2 times per day throughout the quarter.  

“CYBERBULLYING PODCAST EPISODE 1” WGAO aired a 30-minute program on cyberbullying, 

produced by Dean College students on 6/6/21 at 6:00 am. 

“CYBERBULLYING PODCAST EPISODE 2” WGAO aired a 30-minute program on cyberbullying, 

produced by Dean College students on 6/13/21 at 6:30 am. 



 

F.  Climate Issues 

  Climate Connections    

 File              Name          Title    

 (Shows CX 210329 – CX 210402 aired on Sunday 4/4/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX210329 Composers, scientists, designers update Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons” for an era of climate change: 

The result is familiar but unsettling.  

CX210330 Georgia science teacher helps students recognize misinformation about the climate: So they 

can better evaluate what they see in the news and on social media.  

CX210331 Connecticut man uses magic to teach kids about environmental issues: His magic shows are 

one way to capture children’s imagination.  

CX210401 New York state’s climate goals are achievable, research finds: The state is aiming for 100% 

carbon-free electricity by 2040. It also wants to cut carbon pollution 85% by 2050.  

CX210402 Catholic seminary installs a solar farm shaped like a cross: Pope Francis has called upon the 

world to reduce its use of fossil fuels and reduce global warming. 

(Shows CX 210405 – CX 210409 aired on Sunday 4/11/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 

seconds long)  

CX210405 How extreme weather threatens the internet: Internet outages can interrupt operations at 

places like hospitals.  

CX210406 How libraries can improve climate literacy: One library in Wisconsin offered programs to 

engage a diverse group of people in local climate planning. 

 CX210407 Georgia-based innovation lab works to speed the transition to clean transportation: 

Companies are testing self-driving electric scooters, a solar road, and other new technologies at 

Curiosity Lab in Peachtree Corners.  

CX210408 Beverly Wright pushes for equity and justice in climate policy: She says strategies such as 

carbon trading and carbon taxes must also protect vulnerable communities.  



CX210409 Climate change is making it harder to grow potatoes traditionally used for French fries: But 

new varieties are helping farmers adapt to warmer, drier conditions 

(Shows CX 210412 – CX 210416 aired on Sunday 4/18/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 

seconds long)  

CX210412 New York City group retrofits apartments without displacing residents: Many buildings across 

the city are in need of energy-efficiency improvements.  

CX210413 Tree plantings will help protect Colorado river in hot, dry weather: They will benefit aquatic 

species and people alike.  

CX210414 What can you do with old wind turbine blades? A research group called Re-Wind is looking for 

ways to keep used blades out of the landfill.  

CX210415 Barrier island prepares for more sea-level rise, worsening storms: The National Park Service is 

ensuring that restrooms and lifeguard towers on Assateague Island can be moved as the island shifts 

west.  

CX210416 Online tool helps people make their homes energy efficient: Utilities use it to help their 

customers obtain customized lists of energy-saving solutions. 

(Shows CX 210419 – CX 210423 aired on Sunday 4/25/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 

seconds long)  

CX210419 Electric SUVs star in a new off-road racing series: The series showcases their potential as 

speedy all-terrain vehicles.  

CX210420 Wildfires can contaminate outdoor marijuana crops: Increasingly extreme fires — the result 

of climate change — could blunt opportunities for some growers.  

CX210421 Christian college offers online course on global warming: Brian Webb, who’s leading the class, 

wants to see more conservative Christians getting involved with the issue.  

CX210422 Earth is getting a digital twin: ‘Destination Earth,’ a project of the European Union, will 

simulate the future impacts of climate change anywhere on the planet.  

CX210423 How New York’s Javits Center slashed its energy consumption: ‘As a state-owned building, 

we're able to really … be a model for sustainability for New York State. 

(Shows CX 210426 – CX 210430 aired on Sunday 5/2/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX210426 Nebraska farmer grows citrus year-round: He wants to help others do the same.  



CX210427 Sea-level rise could submerge internet cables: One foot of sea-level rise along coastlines 

would put more than 4,000 miles of fiber optic cables underwater at least part of the time. 

 CX210428 Air pollution from fossil fuels caused 8.7 million premature deaths in 2018: One researcher 

calls the situation “a public health emergency.”  

CX210429 Kids’ ideas for cooling a neighborhood: Artist Jenna Robb collected their ideas in a series of 

workshops.  

CX210430 Electric cargo cycles deliver packages in Miami: Shipping giant DHL is testing the e-cycles as a 

climate-friendly alternative to delivery trucks and vans 

 

(Shows CX 210503 – CX 210507 aired on Sunday 5/9/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX210503 Empire State Building owner to buy 300 million kilowatt hours of wind energy: ‘That's enough 

energy to light every house in New York state for a whole month.’  

CX210504 Affordable housing could be hit hard as seas rise: The number of affordable housing units at 

risk of coastal flooding could triple within a few decades, a recent analysis found.  

CX210505 Environmental engineer launches group for Latinos in sustainability: ‘Students and young 

professionals are really hungry to understand ... how they get their foot in the door.’  

CX210506 New tool could help cities better estimate their carbon dioxide emissions: It relies on data 

about pollution from power plants, factories, buildings, and vehicles across the U.S. 

 CX210507 Women scientists launch climate campaign aimed at mothers: ‘Moms tend to trust other 

moms.’ 

(Shows CX 210510 – CX 210514 aired on Sunday 5/16/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 

seconds long)  

CX210510 Heavier downpours strain septic systems in some rural areas: When the systems fail, sewage 

can leak into yards or back up into sinks and bathtubs.  

CX210511 Devastating disease in dolphins linked to extreme downpours: Dolphins in the Gulf of Mexico 

and elsewhere around the world are developing horrific lesions. 



 CX210512 Santa Fe women built homemade air purifiers to help protect people from smoke: Members 

of the Three Sisters Collective, a group of Indigenous activist women, mobilized to help the local 

community during last summer’s wildfires.  

CX210513 Hundreds of airports at risk from flooding, sea-level rise, study finds: Nearly 600 airports 

globally could face flooding problems by 2100 if global warming continues unchecked.  

CX210514 Portsmouth Village under threat from hurricanes and rising seas: It’s getting harder to 

preserve a piece of history on North Carolina’s Outer Banks. 

 

(Shows CX 210517– CX 210521 aired on Sunday 5/23/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX210517 California’s Climate Action Corps fights climate change: A similar program could soon roll out 

nationwide.  

CX210518 Increases in extreme precipitation cost the U.S. $73 billion over three decades: The U.S. is 

already paying the price of a warmer world, says Stanford researcher Frances Davenport.  

CX210519 Bladeless wind turbine generates electricity by vibrating: It’s a promising technology still in its 

infancy.  

CX210520 The ‘Big Bold Jewish Climate Fest’: A five-day event was designed to connect Jewish values 

with climate action.  

CX210521 Renovations put Seattle hockey arena closer to zerocarbon goal: Climate Pledge Arena, home 

to the Seattle Kraken, is expected to become the first net-zero arena. 

(Shows CX 210524– CX 210528 aired on Sunday 5/30/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX210524 Dominican Catholic sisters help create climate-friendly investment funds: The funds focus on 

projects that help vulnerable communities around the world.  

CX210525 95% of bull kelp forests have vanished from portion of California coast: The underwater 

seaweed forests once supported species such as salmon, crabs, and jellyfish.  



CX210526 Denmark plans massive wind-energy hub on an artificial island: The project is expected to 

eventually produce enough electricity for 10 million European households.  

CX210527 Solar panels over California’s canals could save 65 billion gallons of water a year: The panels 

would shade the water, reducing evaporation. 

 CX210528 Outer Banks communities see beach renourishment as critical: Rising seas and extreme 

storms are accelerating coastal erosion, threatening homes, hotels, and roads. 

(Shows CX 210531– CX 210604 aired on Sunday 6/6/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX210531 New Mexico imposes strict rule to prevent natural gas waste: The rule will help prevent 

venting and flaring at oil fields and refineries.  

CX210601 Can fossil-fuel-dependent Wyoming build a more diverse economy? The coal, oil, and gas 

industries generate about half of the state’s revenue.  

CX210602 How Swiss utilities got their customers to buy renewable energy: After they made the change, 

participation in clean energy programs skyrocketed.  

CX210603 Foresters use fire and goats to care for Mark Twain National Forest: Their work will help 

reduce the threat of severe wildfires.  

CX210604 Youth-led Sunrise Movement calls for national job guarantee: Organizer Dejah Powell says 

such a program would help build the labor force needed to transition the U.S. from fossil fuels to clean 

energy. 

(Shows CX 210607– CX 210611 aired on Sunday 6/13/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX210607 How extreme heat can ground hot air balloons: A heat wave forced balloonists to cancel 

flights at a 2019 Michigan festival.  

CX210608 Virtual reality forest takes users for a walk in the woods of the future: Penn State researchers 

are experimenting with a prototype modeled after a forest in northern Wisconsin.  



CX210609 Community solar programs can help low-income people benefit from solar energy: To help 

expand access, one solar developer is offering subscriptions without credit checks.  

CX210610 Why warm temperatures at nighttime can be dangerous: Cool nights give your body a break. 

During a heatwave, you might not get one.  

CX210611 How one company is building affordable, sustainable homes: Solar Home Factory is working 

to make climate-friendly housing accessible to more people, including renters. 

(Shows CX 210614– CX 210618 aired on Sunday 6/20/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX210614 Maryland students to catch a cleaner ride to school: ‘We know that one of the huge benefits 

of this will be cleaner air inside of school buses, where students are.’  

CX210615 How to cut the internet’s big carbon footprint: Even before the pandemic surge in 

teleconferencing, internet data centers accounted for about 1% of global electricity use.  

CX210616 New Orleans group pushes back on gentrification in higher-elevation neighborhoods: After 

Hurricane Katrina, many longtime residents were priced out of historically Black neighborhoods.  

CX210617 Startup turns carbon dioxide into diamonds: Aether says that for every one-carat diamond it 

manufactures, it removes about 20 metric tons of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.  

CX210618 Fatherhood can make the climate crisis personal: Two Philadelphia-based fathers launched 

‘Climate Dads,’ a group for dads who want to take action. 

(Shows CX 210621– CX 210625 aired on Sunday 6/27/21 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX210621 Poorly timed traffic lights can make climate change worse: Pointless delays result in 

unnecessary idling.  

CX210622 Tue., 6/22 Pastor pushes for a Green New Deal that would empower Southern communities: 

Marginalized communities across the South are on the front lines of climate change.  

CX210623 Electric vehicle chargers to go up on street light poles in Kansas City: The idea is to make 

charging stations more accessible to everyone, including renters.  

CX210624 The Catholic Church’s landholdings could help protect the climate: For example, by 

conserving forest land that can absorb and store carbon pollution.  



CX210625 The NAACP offers free flood risk training for vulnerable communities: Communities of color 

are more likely to flood and to lack flood protection 

 

G.  Religion 

 “SALVATION ARMY MINISTRIES” WGAO aired a 15-minute program from the Salvation Army 

Ministries called Wonderful Words of Life every Sunday morning in the quarter from 7:30 am - 7:45 am.  

 

H.  Political Issues 

“American Radio Journal” WGAO aired the program American Radio Journal on Sundays throughout the 

quarter for 30 minutes.  The program aired from 7:00am– 7:30am every Sunday morning as follows:  

Air Date: June 24, 2021 

(June 26, 2021 - July 2, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Zack 

Smith of the Heritage Foundation about the constitutionality of making Washington, D.C. the 51st 

state; Scott Parkinson of the Club for Growth has the Real Story on a possible infrastructure deal; Eric 

Boehm of Reason magazine explains why ending the Senate's filibuster would be misguided; And, 

Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College has an American Radio 

Journal commentary on why major league sports virtue signal a "woke" agenda. 

 

Air Date: June 17, 2021 

(June 19, 2021 - June 25, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Michael 

Ellis from the Heritage Foundation about recent cyber attacks; Scott Parkinson from the Club for 

Growth has the Real Story on the importance of gubernatorial races; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine 

gets details on the anti-worker PRO Act from Sean Higgins of the Competitive Enterprise Institute; 

And, Colin Hanna from Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal commentary on a model 

state conservative conference. 

 

  

Air Date: June 10, 2021 

(June 12, 2021 - June 18, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks 

with Christine McDaniel from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University about the proposed 

Minimum Global Corporate Tax; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on U.S. 

Senator Joe Manchin (D-West Virginia) upholding the Senate filibuster; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine 

explains how new Biden Administration tariffs will further increase the cost of lumber; And, Jonathan 

Williams from the American Legislative Exchange Council has an American Radio Journal commentary 



on how extra COVID-19 unemployment benefits are creating a labor shortage. 

 

  

Air Date: June 04, 2021 

(June 5, 2021 - June 11, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Phil 

Kerpen from American Commitment about how teacher unions influenced CDC policy on re-opening 

public schools; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the Anthony Fauci e-mail 

scandal; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine gets details of a plan to beef up IRS tax collections 

from Andrew Wilford of the American Taxpayers Union Foundation; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the 

Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College has an American Radio Journal commentary on how 

Marxism influenced the founder of Black Lives Matter.  

 

  

Air Date: May 27, 2021 

(May 29, 2021 - June 4, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Jonathan 

Williams from the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) about the latest Rich States/Poor 

States report; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on a new Contract With 

America; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine says states flush with cash are getting big money from the 

American Rescue Act; And, Colin Hanna from Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio 

Journal commentary on how journalistic ideology obscure the search for truth. 

 

  

Air Date: May 20, 2021 

(May 22, 2021 - May 28, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Dr. John 

Sparks from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College about the impact of stacking the 

U.S. Supreme Court; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on developeng 2022 

U.S. Senate races; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine looks at a Democrat plan to give a massive tax cut to 

the rich; And, Jonathan Williams from the American Legislative Exchange Council has an American Radio 

Journal commentary on the gold standard in state property tax reform. 

  

Air Date: May 13, 2021 

(May 15, 2021 - May 21, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Tim 

Phillips of Americans for Prosperity about the Biden economic agenda; Scott Parkinson from the Club 

for Growth has the Real Story on a shake-up in Republican congressional leadership; Eric 

Boehm of Reason magazine gets details of a new Arizona asset forfeiture law from Jenna Bentley of the 

Goldwater Institute; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College 

has an American Radio Journal commentary on the Left's efforts to defund the police. 

  



Air Date: May 06, 2021 

(May 8, 2021 - May 14, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Ken 

Cuccinelli from the Election Transparency Initiative about election integrity; Scott Parkinson from the 

Club for Growth has the Real Story on a congressional GOP leadership fight; Eric 

Boehm from Reason magazine learns from Dan Alban of the Institute for Justice about a Biden 

Administration plan to revive a failed professional license requirement; And, Colin Hanna from Let 

Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal commentary on U.S. Senator Tim Scott's Republican 

response to President Biden's address to congress. 

  

Air Date: April 29, 2021 

(May 1, 2021 - May 7, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Weifeng 

Zhong from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University about U.S./China relations; Scott 

Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on President Biden's latest big spending 

plan; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine looks at the Biden proposal to spend big on broadband 

infrastructure; And, Jonathan Williams from the American Legislative Exchange Council has an American 

Radio Journal commentary on congressional reapportionment.  

Air Date: April 22, 2021 

(April 24, 2021 - April 30, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Jeff 

Lord of the American Spectator about the real meaning of 'Jim Crow' laws; Scott Parkinson from the 

Club for Growth has the Real Story on a dust up over congressional procedure; Eric 

Boehm of Reason magazine talks with Guy Bentley of the Reason Foundation about proposed new FDA 

regulations on cigarettes; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City 

College has an American Radio Journal commentary on Major League Baseball and politics. 

  

Air Date: April 15, 2021 

(April 17, 2021 - April 23, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Grover 

Norquist from Americans for Tax Reform about the new and increased taxes in President Biden's 

infrastructure plan; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the Left's efforts to 

pack the U.S. Supreme Court; Eric Boehm of Reason magazines looks at the possibility of inflation 

making a return; And, Colin Hanna of Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio 

Journal commentary on the new Georgia election law. 

  

Air Date: April 08, 2021 

(April 10, 2021 - April 16, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Robert 

Krol from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University about the condition of our nation's roads 

and bridges; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on discussions about the 

future of the GOP; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine gets details from Anastasia Boden from the Pacific 

Legal Institute on a case involving Louisiana's Facilities Need Review laws; And, Col. Frank Ryan, USMC 



(Ret.) has an American Radio Journal commentary of the impact of COVID-19 on the U.S. economy. 

  

Air Date: April 01, 2021 

(April 3, 2021 - April 9, 2021) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Rita 

Hite from the American Forest Foundation about a program to preserve our nation's privately-owned 

forests; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on President Biden's 

"infrastructure" plan; Eric Boehm and Christian Britschgi of Reason magazine look at the CDC's 

extension of the eviction moratorium; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at 

Grove City College has an American Radio Journal commentary on giving Donald Trump credit for the 

COVID-19 vaccines. 
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April 1, 2021- June 30, 2021 


